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1. Introduction 
The MOPS-III programme is a modified version of the MOPS-II-C 
programme described in ref. 1. The MOPS-II-C programme was designed 
to calculate the calibration curve of a neutron moisture gauge, 
situated in an infinite medium. The MOPS-III programme can perform 
any calculation which can be executed by the use of MOPS-II-C, but 
in addition a number of extra features are built into MOPS-III, 
which allows the programme to perform other types of calculations. 
Both MOPS-II-C and MOPS-III are based on a fast neutron point 
source and a line detector with tho source situated on the detector 
axis. In the case of MOPS-II-C the source must be situated outside 
the detector, while in the case of MOPS-III the source may be situ-
ated at any point on the detector axis, inside as well as outside 
the detector. 
Both programmes are based on the three-group-diffusion theory. 
As regards detector characteristics, MOPS-II-C assumes that the 
detector may be grey to thermal and white to epithermal (group 2) 
neutrons or black to thermal and either grey or black to epithermal 
neutrons. MOPS-III allows the same combinations, but in addition 
the detector may be grey to both thermal and epithermal neutrons. 
In MOPS-II-C the normalization or correction factor C is de-
termined by normalization of the calculated rate to a measured count 
rate, obtained in a reference medium with known dry soil density and 
moisture content. The count rate, dry bulk density and moisture 
content of the reference medium are input data. The same procedure 
may be used in MOPS-III, but for this programme C may also be read 
directly into the computer in which case the input C-value is used 
in the calculations. 
MOPS-II-C can only be used in connection with infinite media. 
However MOPS-III can also treat finite, spherical media, surrounded 
by vacuum, provided the source is at the centre of the sphere and 
the detector is completely inside the medium. 
In the case of MOPS-II-C the macroscopic absorption cross 
section of the dry medium is calculated by use of the composition 
of the medium. This procedure can also be used in the case of MOPS-
III, but in addition the macroscopic 2200 m/sec absorption cross 
2200 
section per gramme of the dry medium(£
 d /prf ) may be an input 
value and used in the calculation of the macroscopic absorption 
cross section of the dry jiedium. This option is of interest if 
the composition of the medium is not well known, in which case 
j.2200 .
 b e usetj a s a fitting parameter, 
a,dry ury ' 
MOPS-II-C can be used to calculate calibration curves for 
neutron moisture gauges. The same is the case for MCFS-III„ but 
this programme can also be used to perform direct comparisons 
between measured and calculated count rates. When such calcula-
tions are performed, sets of experimentally determined values of 
count rate and corresponding dry soil density, moisture content 
and medium radius are read into the computer. For each of these 
sets and by use of the input dry soil density, moisture content 
and medium radius the programme calculates the theoretical count 
rate and compares it with the experimental input count rate. This 
option is obviously of interest when the theoretical model con-
tained in MOPS-III is to be compared with measurements. 
Finally in the case of calibration curve calculations, MOPS-
III contains some options with respect to the amount of output 
given by the programme, options which are not included in MOPS-
II-C. 
2. Theoretical Basis 
As stated in the introduction MOPS-III is a modified version 
of MOPS-II-C. Hence MOPS-III uses to a large extent the same theo-
retical basis as MOPS-II-C. This basis is described in refs. 2 and 
3. We shall therefore limit the following considerations to the 
new features which have been included in MOPS-III. 
2.1. Calculation of detector count rate 
As discussed in ref. 3, the -otal count rate (CR ) is 
equal to the sum of the thermal neutron count rate CCR+.) and the 
epithermal neutrons count rate (CR . ) . i.e. 
epi * 
CR+«*«., = CR... + CR . . total th epi 
For detectors with different neutron absorption characteri-
stics, different expressions for the jount rate CR should be used. 
In agreement with refs. 2 and 3 we have the following expressions: 
White detector (the detector is transparent to the neutrons 
of the energy group considered and therefore does net absorb any 
of them): 
CR = 0 . 
Grey detector (the deceotor will absorb seme cf the neutrons 
of the energy group considered which enter the detectors): 
CR = &, - V „ • Z „ - 6 0 . (cpm) 
where fiT is the neutron flux cf the detector In the energy grouL 
considered; ^ _ is averaged over the detector volume. V „„ is the 
effective detector volume, and X _ is the macroscopic neutron 
absorption cross section of the detector for the process which 
gives rise to the detector pulses. Z ~ is the energy averaged 
absorption cross section of the energy group considered. 
For the thermal neutron group, Y
 D is equal to 
^ D = *"S° • T • f ¥ - *17 "•••« ™*rr , (of. ref. 2) 
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where Z „ is the 2200 m/sec macroscopic absorption cross section 
of the detector for the process which gives detector pulses ar\ T 
is the neutron temperature in K. 
For the epithermal neutron group, E^i is assumed equal to 
2/293/(5 T J 
(see ref. 3) 
'"a.D *n(E. „/(5k T ) 2 ,u n 
where E , the upper energy limit of the group 2 neutrons, is 
i. ,u 
2 MeV. 
Black detector (the detector absorbs all neutrons of the 
energy group considered which enter the detector): 
CR = SD • -—• • 60 , (cpm) 
where SD is the surface area of the detector. ^ D is the unper-
turbed neutron flux, averaged over the surface of the detector. 
It should be noted that this expression is an approximation only. 
In MOPS-III the following combinations of detector sensitivity 
















For these combinations we have the following expressions for 
the count rate: 
'"th.D Veff * Xa,D 
CR = 
CR 
H * iepi.D eff 
yth,D yepi,D 




,D + ^epi.D 
60 
eff • ^ ' " 
2.2. Average detector flux'es 
The only terms contained in the expressions of the count rate 
given above which are not readily determined is $ ^ ~ and # . „. 
=
 'th.D ^epi,D 
We shall therefore discuss the derivation of the formulas for the 
neutron flux'es used in MOPS-III. As mentioned in the introduction 
of this report both infinite media and finite, spherical media with 
the neutron source at the centre of the sphere can be handled by 
the programme, and for both cases flux formulas are derived below. 
2i2iii.I&SESåi_SSyjE2D-fi,i5j_iSfisiJe_medium 
If we consider a fast neutron point source situated in an in-
finite medium, the thermal neutron flux, 0^ h, as a function of the 
distance from the source, r, is given by the following expression 
according to ref. 2: 
T 2 I 2 
1 L3 I H 
0
 h(r) = — j l - j — j < 





<^3 -r/L, -r/L, -r/L, 
where 
a 2-L 2)(L 2-L 2> CL 2-L^)U 2-L 2) t L 3 - L l ) ( L 3 - L 2 ) 
and K 3 = -{1^ + K 2) . 
q is the source strength, and D is the thermal neutron dif-
fusion coefficient. L-. and L, are the slowing-down length of the 
upper and lower fast neutron groups, and L, the diffusion length 
of the thermal group, all evaluated for the medium considered. 
The expression for 0 , (r) is valid for the unperturbed flux 
around the source, not taking into account the perturbation in-
troduced by the detector. We are however interested in the true 
detector flux. In order to obtain this flux we introduce a cor-
rection factor C, which among other things corrects for the flux 
depression through the grey detector or for the approximative 
character of the expression used for the count rate of the black 
detector. C should in general be somewhat less than 1. 
For the source-detector geometry of fig. 1A, an expression 
for the average thermal neutron flux of the detector jj™. _ is 
obtained by integration (cf. ref. 2 and Appendix I ) : 
•"th.D <a) = 0 t h(r) dr = C 
•*.D3a L ^ L * 
-•K 
^ (Ex(a/L3) - E 1(a/L 1) + in (L^Lg)) 
- j - ^ (E (a/I^ J - L^a/Lj) + in (Lj/l^)) 
.2 q L3 
l^UnUj) - Ei(a/L1>) + K2Un<L2) - E^a/I^)) 
+ K3t«.n(L3) - E^a/Lj)) 
In the last expression fur j5~
 nta), th. term in(L) must be 
interpreted as the natural logarithm of L divided by one unit 
length, sc that the argument of the logarithmic function is 
dimensionless. L.(x) is the exponential integral 
E.,(x) = ^ — 
1
 J« y 
dy 
If we consider the source-detector geometry of fig. IB, the 
expression for tf°. ... > obtained by integration, is Ccf. ref. 3): 
^h,D ( b> c ) ' — 
C-D 
0th(r)dr = C 
iK 
4irD3(c-b) 
K1(E1tb/L1)-E1(c/L1))+if;,(E1(b/L2)-E (c/L >) 
+K3(E1Cb/L3)-E1(c/L3)) 
By use of the two functions jj~h (a) ar..i 3Ch ,,(b,c) the 
average thermal flux of ths; detector $?. : ..•[• the four geometries 
considered in fig. 2 can easily be calculated 
S = 1 ^h,D " ^ h,D<d-*> d + t ) 
^h,D ' Kh,rJ'-l> 
Fig. 1. Source-detector geometry 
(A) 
Source 
(B) -*- r 
Fig. 2. Source-detector geometries considered by MOPS-III 
(adl = 2-t) 
g = 1: 
g = 2: 
k - £ - * k - i - * | 
I I >• r 2d> ad l 
-£3^ - > r 2d = ad l 
g = 3 : LL±^L s. -»I«-
-ar r 0<2d<adl 
.*, l-'T'l - > r d = 0 
• Source De tec to i 
3 B" = -i-j£h DU-d)-U-d) + ?^h DU+d)-U+d) 
g = « 
^h,D = ^h,D ( 1 ) 
2i2i2i_E2ithermal_neutrgn_fluxJ_infinite_medium 
We consider again a fast neutron point source, situated in 
an infinite medium. According to ref. 3, the epithermal flux 
(lower fast neutron group, 0 .. (r) , is given by: 
0or^ <r> 
L2 ,_"r/Ll (e 
-r/L, 
"1 "2 
D- is the diffusion coefficient of the epithermal neutron 
flux. 
Here again we have to introduce a correction factor K which 
corrects for the epithermal neutron flux depression in a grey 
detector or for the approximative nature of the count rate 
expression used for a black detector. 
For the source-detector geometry of fig. 1A, the expression 
used for the average epithermal neutron flux of the detector 
?T . _ is derived by integration: 
epi ,.u 
^ P iV a > 0 .CD dr = K • -j-Éy 




UnU^-E^a/I^)) + - 5 — ; UnU^-E^a/I^)) 
For the source-detector geometry of fig. IB we obtain 
epi.D (b,c) = 
c-b 
0e Di ( r ) d r = -T-^f * 
b
 e p l
 U„D2(c-b) L--L-
E^b/I^) - E^c/I^) - E^b/Lj) + E^c/L ) 
in agreement with ref. 4. 
By use of the expressions for $" . _(a) and $" .
 n(b,c) we 
" r ^ i—' ep^. y*J 
=an immeaiately determine the average epithermal flux of the 
detector geometries given in fig. 2 (cf. section 2.2.1.): 
=
 l
 *Cpi,D - KP±,Did-l>d+l) 
S • 2 ^pi,D = Cpi,D(2*> 
g = 3 
'epi.D 2t ^pi)D(4-d)-(4-d) + j^piU+d)'U+d) 
S = * Cpi.D = Cpi,DU) 
2i2i2i_I?JS™fi_!!S!i£E2S_fi!Jxj_fisi££_SE5iES 
I f the f a s t neutron point source i s s i t u a t e d i n the centre 
of an s p h e r i c a l medium with the radius R, the thermal neutron 
f l u x , 0 , i n the medium i s , according t o re f . t , g iven by 
p t h (r ) = 
<n4 
"»irD.r 
s i n h ( ( R - r ) / L . ) s inh( (R-r) / I ,„ ) 
s inh(R/L ) 
+ K„ 
s i n h ( ( R - r ) / I O 
+ K, 2_ 
1 L 
s inh(R/L 3 ) 
K, a - r / L x -2R/L1 r / l ^ 
i - . - « « « 
K3 





-r/L, -2R/L2 r/L2 
e <) 
-r/L -2R/L, r/L3 
(e - e e ) 
r/L, -r/L, -r/L-, 
, e + K2 e + K3 e 
r/L. -r/L. r/L, -r/L, r/L, -r/L, 
K ^ C e -e X) - K2C2<e ^-e M - KJCJCE ^-e d) 
-2R/L -2R/L, -2R/L, 1 „ """2 "'"'"3 
. „ _ _e .
 r _ e 
-2R/L, ' L2 " , -2R/L, ' U3 " . -2R/L l-e-'""1'2 !-e " ' ^ 
For the source-detector geometry of fig. IA we obtain the 
following expression for jf . _ by integration (cf. ref. 1 and 
Appendix I) and by introduction of the correction factor C: 
»?h,D<»> = i f R 1
 L3 
K1(E1(a/L3) - E1(a/L1) + JnCLj/Lj)) 
+ K2(E (a/Lg) - E^a/Lj) + UnCLj/Lj)) 
- Kx Cx (E1(a/L1) - E^-a/L^) - K2 C2 (E^a/Lj) - E^-a/Lj)) 
-
 K3 C3 <Ei<a/L3> " E1(-a/L3» 
For the source-detector geometry of fig. IB we obtain the 
following expression for J7. -: 
^ V > > < = > pth,D 
c-b *th 
(r> dr = C 
q L 




+ K2(E (b/L2)-E1(c/L2)-e 
-2R/L -2R/L, 
^(E1(-b/L2)-E1C-c/L2)))/Cl-e 2) 
-2R/L -2R/L, " 
'
3(E1<-b/L3)-E1(-c/L3)))/(l-e d) 
By use of £
 h D(a) and ^  h D(b,c) the average thermal flux 
of the detector geometries of fig. 2 can be determined by use of 
the expressions given at the end of section 2.2.1. if only "•>" is 
replaced by "R". 
2i2i^i_Egithermal_neutrgn_fluxi_finite_sDhere 
The epithermal flux in a finite sphere, originating from a 
fast neutron point source situated at the centre of the sphere, is, 
according to ref. 4, given by the expresion: 
,2 
R 1 
*epi(r> = tirD2r L2-L2 
tirD2r L2-L2 
sinhUR-r)^) sinh((R-r)/L ) 
sinhtR/L^ sinh(R/L2) 
(e 
-r/Lx -2R/L r/Lj^  
e i)/Cl-
-2R/L, 
-r/L, -2R/L, r/L, 












For the geometry of fig. 1A the following expression of 
^ is obtained by integration (cf. Appendix I) and introduction 
of the correction factor K: 
*epi,Dv a J 'epi (r) dr = K • WD 2a L ^ L | 
E1Ca/L2) - E1(a/L1) + »nCI^/L.j) 
C^E^a/I^) - E^-a/I^)) + CjCE^a/Lj) - E^-a/Lj)) 
and for the geometry of fig. IB the expression of 0 e • D is 
to be 
found 
J* -<b,o) = 
epi ,D 
c-b 
. (r) dr = K 
-2R/L, -2R/L. 
(E^b/L )-E (c/L^-e 1(E1(-b/L1)-E1(-c/L1)))/(l-e x) 
-2R/L, -2R/L„ 
-(E1(b/L2)-E1(c/L2)-e '(E^-b/L^-E^-c/I^) ))/(l-e l) 
By US3 of B . _(a) and ft. „Cb.c) the average epithermal flux epi ,u epi ,u 
of the detector geometries of fig. 2 can be determined by use of the 
expressions given at the end of section 2.2.2., if only "»" is 
replaced by "R". 
The radius R used in section 2.2.3. and 2.2.4. is the extra-
polated radius of the spherical medium. Since the physical radius 
of the sphere, Rm, is related to R by 
R = Rm + lei 
where lei is the linear extrapolation length of the medium, lei 
-IB-
has to be calculated before R can be determined from Rm. 
The method used in calculating lei is that described in ref. 
4. Since the neutron leakage of the three energy groups has to be 
known before lei can be calculated and since lei has to be known 
before the neutron leakage can be computed, lei is found by 
iteration. 
3. Limitations of the Programme 
A number of limitations, due in part to the inherent limita-
tions of diffusion theory, in part to numerical problems and in 
part to the computational procedure chosen, must be taken into 
account when the programme is used. 
In the case of three-group calculations on typical soil 
media, L and L? are usually of the same order of magnitude. At 
low moisture contents L is usually smaller than L while at high 
contents L.. > L-. This means that there will be a moisture range 
in which L. - L„. Since the formulas used are based on L, i L-» 
one may in this moisture range get erroneous results for the count 
rate on account of rounding-off errors. 
If in the case of g = 1 d-Jl^ O.uOl cm (see fig. 2), g should 
be put equal to 2 and d equal to t . The same is true in the case 
of g = 3 and A-dM).Q01 cm. If this is not done one may get erroneous 
results owing to numerical difficulties. 
Too short a detector may also give rise to significant errors 
owing to rounding-off. For this reason the active detector length 
(adl of fig. 2) should not be less than 1 cm. 
The detector must in case of a finite medium be well inside 
the sphere, i.e. d+Jl<Rm9 since the flux distributions used to 
calculate the count rate are only valid inside the sphere and may 
give negative count rates outside the medium. The physical radius 
of the medium, Rm, must also be appreciably larger than lei. This 
condition is a basic requirement of the diffusion theory. 
It is important to bear in mind these limitations when 
evaluating the results obtained with the MOPS-III programme. 
-17-
t. Use of the Programme 
t.l. Input data 
An input data sheet is given in appendix II, where the signi-
ficance of the necessary input data is also explained. However the 
following, additional remarks may be of interest. 
vr, roJr, cpmr and Rmr are moisture content, dry bulk density, 
count rate and radius of the reference medium. If C = -1 in the 
input, the programme will calculate C by normalization of the cal-
culated count rate to that of the reference medium. The composition 
of the reference medium must either be that of the medium considered 
(input data for the composition are given on page 2 of the input 
data sheet) or pure water, in which case vr = 100 and roJr = 0. 
As earlier mentioned the programme can only be used for finite 
spherical media. However cylindrical media are often used when 
calibration measurements ace performed. The problem of "converting" 
a cylindrical medium into a spherical one is briefly discussed in 
ref. 5, pag. 10H. 
The programme has been tested with radius values up to 500 cm 
without any numerical difficulties occurring. Usually it is a good 
approximation to assume the medium to be infinite for media with a 
radius of 500 cm or larger. 
The programme may be used either for calculation of calibration 
curves or for comparison between measured and calculated count rates. 
In both cases all data required in the two first pages of the input 
data sheet must be given. In addition the input data required on 
page 3 should be given in the case of a calibration curve calibration, 
ignoring page t, while the input data required on page •* should be 
given in the case of comparison between experimental and calculated 
count rates, ignoring page 3. 
t.2. Print-out of programme 
In appendix III a print-out of the complete M0PS-III programme 
is given. It has been written exclusively in SIER ALGOL III. 
Three standard procedures of the GIER library have been used, 
"AEK-ADM IB", "HiP" and "expoint". The ADM IB procedure is designed 
to facilitate the programming and proper arrangement of the output. 
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The procejure starts in the second line of the programme and con-
tinues to: NOW" COMES THE PROUKAMMt; it also includes the last four 
lines of the programme. The HYP procedure calculates with pre-
determined accuracy (eps) a zero (x) of an arbitrary function <F), 
given as real procedure, in a prescribed interval (between xl and 
x2). If the values of the function at xl and x2 are different from 
zero and have the same sign, a jump to a prescribed label (errjr) 
will occur. The real procedure expoint calculates the exponential 
integral of first order, E.(x). 
In addition the six real procedures 0AV(i), 02AV(1), sinh(x), 
lel(x), F2AVCA), and FIAVC*) are included in the programme. 0AV(«) 
determines the average thermal-neutron flux of a line detector with 
the length t and with the fast neutron source at the end of the 
detector (fig. 1A), situated in an infinite medium. FTAV(H) de-
termines the same average flux for the same source-detector geometry 
except that the medium is a finite sphere with the neutron source 
at its centre. 02AV(l) determines the average epithennal flux of a 
line detector with the length I, with the neutron source at the end 
of the detector (fig. 1A), the source and the detector being situ-
ated in an infinite medium. F2AV(1) determines the same average 
flux for the same source-detector geometry as 02AV(JL}, the only 
difference being that the medium is not infinite, but a finite 
sphere with the source at its centre, sinh(x) determines the hyper-
bolic sine function and lel(x) the linear extrapolation length. 
A calculation of a theoretical calibration curve by use of 
MOPS-III is performed in the following way: 
The input data are read into the computer, the density of 
water at tm C is calculated, and ti.e major part of the input data 
are printed out. Next the macroscopic cross sections of the 7 
energy sub-groups (including slowing-down power as well as trans-
port and absorption cross sections) are determined. For water the 
3 
cross sections per cm (£) are calculated, while for the dry medium 
the cross sections per gramme (E/p) are computed. The reason for this 
is that this procedure is convenient when the programme is used to 
perform comparisons between measurements and calculations, in which 
case the dry medium density is not constant. 
The next major step in the calculation is to determine the 
count rate of the reference medium. This is done by successive 
-19-
computation for this medium of the necessary cross sections, 
neutron temperature, diffusion and slowing-down lengths as well 
as diffusion coefficients of the three energy groups and finally 
the average neutron flux'es of the detector. From these the value 
of C is obtained. 
Now the calibration curve, i.e. corresponding values of 
water volume per cent and count rate, can be calculated for a 
fixed dry medium density. The procedure is to recalculate for 
each moisture content the cross sections, the neutron temperature, 
the diffusion properties of the medium, the average detector 
flux'es and the count rate. The calculation is repeated for the 
required moisture contents, and the results are printed out. 
The programme can, as earlier mentioned, also be used for 
comparing experimental and calculated count rate values. When the 
programme is operating in this mode the calculation is performed 
in the following way: 
Ths first parts of the computation, i.e. up to and including 
the determination of C, are practically identical to those of a 
calibration curve calculation. 
When C has been fixed, sets of corrsponding values of 
moisture content, dry medium density, count rate and medium radius, 
obtained experimentally, are read into the computer. For each set 
a theoretical count rate is calculated by use of the procedure 
outlined above. The theoretical count rate, the experimental count 
rate and the relative deviation between these two count rates are 
printed out together with moisture per cent, dry medium tensity 
and medium radius. 
For all experimental data sets considered, the numerical 
values of the differences between the theoretical and the experi-
mental count rates are summed up for all sets and printed out. 
Thfc s*me is true of the squares of the differences between the 
theoretical and the experimental count rates. 
4.3. Output and computing time 
In appendix IV the result of a calibration curve calculation 
is shown. The output given corresponds to the input data set of 
pages 1, 2 and 3 of appendix II. After programme number, problem 
-20-
number, data and programme name, the heading of the input data 
sheet follows. Next, practically all the input data are printed 
out. The designations used in the output are very close to those 
used in the input data sheet of appendix II. 
Following the print-out of the input data, corresponding 
values of the moisture content (v) and the count rate (CR) are 
printed out. Since, for the calculation considered, h = 1 (see 
appendix II), the average thermal flux of the detector (0av) and 
the corresponding epithermal flux (02) are also printed out 
together with the diffusion or slowing down lengths of the three 
groups (L, L1,L2) and the diffusion coefficients of the thermal 
and epithermal groups (D and D2). 
In appendix V the result of a comparison between count rates 
given in the input data and the corresponding, calculated count 
rates is given. The input data used are those of appendix II 
pages 1, 2 and 4, except that C has been put equal to 0.4575 (and 
consequently vr = roJr = cpmr = Ricr = 1) , that SaJ2dr has been 
put equal to 0.00499 and that a = -1 and m = 1. As, in appendix IV, 
the headings are followed by the major part of the data in pages 
1 and 2 of the input data sheet. Next, sets of the input data for 
moisture percent (v), dry soil density (roJ), input count rate 
(CR(exp)) and medium radius (Rm) follow together with calculated 
count rate (CR(cal)) and the per cent deviation between calculated 
and input count rate (delta). Delta is given by the expression 
Delta = 100 • CR(cal) - CRCexp) 
CR(exp) 
Finally the sum of the numerical differences between cor-
responding calculated and input count rates and also the sum of 
the squares of these differences are given. 
The count ratec, calculated in appendix IV, and the cor-
responding dry densities and moisture contents are used as input 
data in appendix V. However while Rm is infinite in appendix IV, 
it is 500 cm in appendix V. In spite of this difference the 
deviation between the calculated and the input count rates is in 
all cases less than 0.05 per cent. This means that a medium with 
a radius of 500 cm can be assumed to be infinitely large. 
-21-
Note that while a constant value of the dry soil density 
and of the medium radius has been used in the input data sets of 
appendix V, this need not be the case. 
The computing time for a calibration curve calculation as 
that of appendix IV, assuming an infinitf medium, is close to 30 
sec. on the GIER-computer. Had a finite medium been considered, 
the computing time would have been increased to about HO sec. 
The computing time for the comparison given in appendix V 
is about to sec. on the GIER-computer. Had an infinite medium 
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Appendix II 
DANISH ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
Research Establishment Riso July 1972 
Reactor Physics Department P-667 
Input Data Sheet for MOPS-III 
Ff ..1 Problem number 
...VL..., ...? \VA Day, month, year 
C ..™??.°*.'!°?$^1.1. 1 Heading 
...";....., tm, physical temperature ( C) 
,ltftj05.., q, neutron source strength Cn/sec) 
.,2. , c, control parameter for detector 
If c=l, detector is grey to thermal, white to epithermal neutrons 
If c=2, " " black " " , grey " " " 
If c=3, - " " black " " , black " " " 
If c=*f, " " grey " " , grey " " " 
JJ-A3532.., Veff, active detector volume (cm-5) 
In case c=3, the value of Veff is not used, but a value for Veff 
must be given. 
...vvV3,i SaC, macroscopic 2200 m/sec absorption cross section of nuclear 
process in detector which causes pulses (cm" ). 
In case c=3» the value of SaC is not used, but a value for SaC 
must be given. 
A ? * A 3 H • • i SD, surface area of active detector volume (cm ). 
In case c=l or c=*t, the value of SD is not used, but a value 
for SD must be given. 
.V.V.• ..., adl, active detector length (cm); 
6 7 
..*/• , d, distance from centre of source to centre of detector 
(midpoint of active detector length) (cm) 
, g, control parameter for source-detector geometry 
If 2d>adl, e=l; if 2d = adl, g=2; 
If 0*2d*adl, g=3; if d=0, g*k. 
The values of adl and d must agree with the value of g. 
• •*•
 t X, correction factor for depression in detector of epi thermal 
flux. If c=l, the value of K is not used and should be put equal to 0. 
» C, correction factor for depression in detector of thermal flux. 
If C>0, this value will be used in the calculations. If C=-l, 
the programme will calculate C by normalization of the calculated 
count rate to that of the reference medium. 
WP- t »r, water volume per cent of reference medium. 
If C>0, the value of vr is not used; thus vr may toe put equal to 1. 
page 2 
.#OQ5.. 
, roJr, dry bulk density of reference medium (g/cm ). 
If C 0, the value of roJr is not used; thus roJr may be put equal 
to 1. 
cpmr, count rate of detector in reference medium (cpra). 
If C>0, the value of cpmr is not used; thus spmr may be put equal 
to 1. 
Rmr, physical radius of reference medium (cm). 
If Hmr=-1, the medium is considered infinite. 
If C>0, the value of Kmr is not used; thus Rmr may be put equal 
to 1. 







...., vt% Li in dry medium .0*336.. 
.Q..QQ3.. 
.°.-.°5$.. 

























































dry medium (E220*? / p J ) . If SaJ2dr 6 0 , then Z2200, is calculated a, dry7 *dry a, dry
 2 2 0 Q 
from the medium composition. If SaJ2dr > 0 , then 2 .^ = 
roJ x SaJ2dr, irrespective of the medium composition. 
a. If a > 0 , then a is the step length in volume percent of water, 
when calculating the calibration curve (see page ? ) . If a < 0 , then 
the programme calculates count rates for specific values of water 
volume per cent, and these count rates are compared with experimen-
tal count rates read into the programme (see page **), 
m. If a > 0 , then m is the number of steps involved in the cali-
bration curve calculation« If a < 0 , then the value of m is not 
used and may be put equal to 1. 
-27-
page 3 
If a > 0 . then and only then 
^ ^ . , , , , r©J, dry medium density corresponding to calibration curve 
(g/cm5) • • 
J. , h, control parameter for output. 
If h=0, only input data, water volume percentages (v) and 
calculated count rates (CR) are given in the output. 
If h=l, the output comprises input data and for each cal-
culation water volume per cent (v), average thermal neutron 
flux of^detector (0av), calculated count rate (CR), diffusion 
or slowing down length of the three neutron energy groups 
(L, LI and L2), diffusion coefficients of the two lowtr 
groups (D and D?) and average epithermal flux of detector (02). 
If h=2, the output comprises input data and for each cal-
culation: water volume per cent (v), calculated count rate (CR), 
linear extrapolation length (le), diffusion coefficient of 
upper fast energy group (D..), and neutron temperature (tn). 
.^\....... Rm, physical radius of medium for which calibration curve is 
calculated (cm). If 8a : -lt tie medium is infinite. 
- IFf after last problem and standard tape termination. 
-28- p a * e * 
If a<:0, then and only then 
The following input must be written line by line. 
Vol.jE H-0 Dry medium density Measured count rate Radius of medium 
(g/cm3) (cpm) (cm) 
. « . . . 
20 
.3°... 









. .Wt<L.. , 
. .Wt« . . . . , 
. . W & . . . , 











. . .S00.. 
^ 0 0 
^ 0 0 
_£00 
^ 0 0 
_J00 
^ 0 0 
500 
-IFf after last proble, and standard tape termination 
z) If infinite aedium B = -1. 
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Appendlx n i 
ftlnt-ont of the MOBS-IH Erogra—e 
i MOK-in, P-667. 12/8 1972; 
bégjn'éceswit: A.E.K. - AEM 1B - April 9«i 196"n 
iÉftéger'pBgeéounter, llnecountér, proble« nø,dayImmrthlyaar,druB,a| 
procedure head; CR(lOO); 
procedure stop; 
oégln* integer a;outtext(f< 
Stop}); 
a - := typechar) 
If a > 128 then a := a - 128; 
if a - 50 tfién'go to start; 
If a = 55 tnén go to end of pragma; 
end of stop;** 
procedure CD (a); 
wiue'a; "integer a; 
begin 
If llnecountér - 6 < a then a := llnecountér + 2; 
llnacounter := llnecountér"- a; 
for a *• a - 1 sten -1 until 0 do outer; 
If llnecounter < 0 then begin 
pagecounter :- pegeconåtéf • 1; 
llnecountér := llnecountér + 64; 
If pagecounter > 1 then , ' 
begin outsp(j2); outputM-ddÆf, -pagecounter, outtext (4<-if)) endj 
oullext(^< 
A.E.K. - Program nb. 667 - Eroblea BYCf); 
outjnt(^niæt7proble«i no); 
outtext ({< - :f); 
output(^nif, day, outtext U<4), month); outtext ( {<4) i output(4hdo*cf,year); 
comment ROW CHE LIRE TO SE HIIITED IH EACH HEADDG CM BE VRIITEIT; 
outtext ({< 
MSE-m 
end of llnecountér O 
end of CK; 
drum != drumplace; 
llnecounter :• 0; 
for a := 1 sten 1 until 30 do outcber(l12); outclear; 
start: 
druaplace :- druat; 
pagecounter :• 0« 
input (problem no); 
If probles no < 0 then go to end of program) 
lnput(daylmonth1yeår)i 
for a :•= 1 sten 1 until 30 do outehar(li2); 
head; "" 
I f year < 1968 v year > 1987 then begin 
vriteterrt(+c 
aarj); vrftett-nddd«>-dd},year); vrltetexttfc 1 opg4); wlte(+idd4 tproblee no); 
stop; 
end of test; 
comment ROM CCMS THE »0GRAH; 
begin 











real procedure expolnt(x); 
raise i ; 
re i l 'x ; 
begin 
i f x*> 1 then goto A; 
If x > 0 S e n goto B; 
If x > -é'thén goto D; 
i f x>*9 then'gg to"C) 
x : - abs(6/x)t 

















XVexpolnt:- exp(-x)x ((((x-»6,5733287401)« + 18.0590169730)« 
46.6347608925)« + 0.2677737343)/ 
(((((**9.573322Jk5|t)« + 25-6329561485)« 
121.0996530827)« + 3-95*96922B)«)| 
goto end; 
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D: x:= abs(x/6)i 














C s : - -X) 
expolnt :- -(8.3126271>3 x x +(-l) 
-1.3791316M x x A (-1/2) 
+l.O03797i»7»1 x x i (-1/3) 
-(•12.88620786 
-2.O50891U3 x x 
+S.06IH3093w-1 x x / 2 
-9.57253558»-2 x x / 3 
+8.52559931»-3 x x / U 
-U.067«7109B-1I K x / 5 
+8.12355608«i-6 x x \ 6)) x(l+(2li-5xx)xil)-7)x exp(x)/x; 
end: 
end of real procedure expolnt; 
real procedure *V( l ) ; 
• • f a * * » » - • - » • • ' » 




real procedure (6AV(i); 
value i f " r é i i 1; 
JW»:-qxI2^xTexpolnt(l/l2)-expoint(l/Ll)+ln(Ll/12))/(l2.5661tx 
S2xlx(Ll^2-U/|2)); 
real -procedure sinh{x); 
value x"réåI*X| 
slnn»(expTx)-«xp(-K) )x0.5; 
real procedure le l (x); 
valne xi real x; 
reaf'leakl, leak2, 3»k3, leakt, x1, x2,x5,Blnh1tsinlie,«liui5| 
x1»(ftHx)/I.1; ;;2»(lanx)/I2( x3i-(ftrw)/L) 
Slrih1»sliih(xl)| Slnh2:4lnh(x2); einrø:-Blnh(x?); 
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leakl wxl/slrihlt 
leaK »12/fe/ (L1/|2-I2/|2 )» (xl/s liihl -*2/slnh2 ); 
leak3 »I^(Kl«1/slnh1+iexx2/elrih2+K;xx;/slnh;); 
leakt :»leak1+leak2+leakjj 
l e l »2.13x 0>1 xleakl +D2xl»k2 HDxleakS )/leakt-x, 
end of le l j 
real procedure F2AV(l); 
value i;"réål*l; 
Begin 
rjal'Cl ,C2,E11 ,E12,Eml1 ,Enl2; 
C1 !=exp(-2xB/Ll)/(l-exp(-2xR/Ll)); 
C2 »exp(-2xB/I2)/(l-exp(-2xR/l2))s 
EL1 »expolnt (l /Li); 
Ea2 :=expointfl/l2)} 
Emil »expolnt (-1/L1); 
&OZ »expolnt{-l/I2); 




end of F2AV; 
real procedure FKV(l); 
valne 1; real 1; 
Begin 
réat'CI ,02,03,811 ,E12,E13,&ai ,Enl2,Enl3) 
01 
02 








t » x felJ-Ell +ln(Ll/L)) 









real procedure F; 
q onfentVOZK. - August 26th 1965 - tola procedure locate« a zero for the 




f :« x2-x1t 
fl :*F(xl); f2 :-F(x2)i 
i f fl x f2 > O then fc-to error; 
i f ri - 0 then x":= xl 'élse 




T := i /r i - l/*5; 
H := (l/fl-l/T2)/(x1-x2) + ( V « - V « V ( « 2 - x 5 ) i 
f := If N 4 0 then T/M else 0; 
If absTfj) < Bbstfe) v åbs(f) > å/i then 
b i s : 
x := (x1«2)/2 else 
If (x-tf-xl) x(xf3i2) < 0 then x :- x + f; 
a":= abs(f)j 
f == FCx); 
l f f • 0 then goto out; 
i f Blgn(f)""signTf2) then 
X5 :=x2; 13 s- f2; 
end 
é u e 
begin 
iS != xl; f j := f 1 | 
x l ' := x2; fl := f2; 
endt 
x2* := x; f2 :« f; 
l f abshc1-x2) < eps then goto out; 
if ab«(x2-x3) > eps thén goto hyp; 
i f F(x4epsxslgn(x1-x2]0xf3<O~tlien goto out; 
d':«C*l-x2)/2>«lgii(f3); 
for x:-CxHx2)/2,x-tdxalgnCF(x)) vhlle abs(d)>epa do 
XHa/if 
out: 




TpP,vp8, vpOl ,vpX,vpCa ,vpTl ,vprfa,vpFe ,vpCo ,vpCd,8aJ2dr ,a ,n); 
b != 5; i:-4dl/2| 
roV :-<J.9998Mnti!i.(6.29575w-5+t»(-8.20132»-6-*.8261210-arta))» 
outtextf 
4< tB q. Veff SaC SD 6. adl e g}); 
CH(l); outtextf 









' h.ddw»,q); outspfe); 
• ndd.dd}.Veir), outspfe) 
• n.ddB-d*,SaC), outspfe) 
• ndd.ddJ.SD); outspfe); 
•<nd.ddd},d); outspfe); 





4< H LI 
CR(l); outtext( 
^< vto/o vto/o 
CR(l); 
B C H 0 fe »fe Al Si}); 
vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o}); 
^.ddd},vpH)i outspfe) 1 
.dn-d: ,vpLl); outspfe); 










<$<3rto/o vto/o vto/o 
CR(1); 
Ca TI » 1 Co 










outputf' nd.dd}.vpFe)t outspfe): 
output?- h.dn-d},vpCo); outspfe); 
output('«.dB-d},vpCd); CRfe); 
outtextf 
^< poJr vr epmr Rur 0 
l f a50 then 
outt€0rtT?<' roJ Rn } ) ; 
CR(l); 
outtact( 
4<s/c»jb 0/° cpm cm 
I f aX) then 
cut 'f J; 
CR( l ) ; 
output f-tn.ddd},roJr); outspfe); 
output(-fndd.d},Tr); outspfe); 
9utput(-)h.dddial},cpinr); outspfe); 
I f AsrO then 
out text^ .nf in l te} ) ; 
If Rnr>0 then 
output(jhnfl(l»fliM}|Rnr); 
«ut»p(2); 
SaV22 :- 0.022205xroV; BsoAV :« 1 .335W0V1 
SaJ22dr :- (o.0O3l'3lxvpSHO.005135xTpAHO.02<65<fxvpFe 






HO. 57ll2«vj)Cl -Kl. 009?67*vpS ••€ • 162xvpU 
•i0.3e85»vFCo+i5.127*vi<:d)/TOi 
SsoAJdr := (0.OO12977xvpSI-Ki.001l58UxvpAlHO.0O212|iOxTpFe 




HO.OO7665xTpCl-Ki.OOO6IA3xvj6-10.OI 750 8xvpl . l 
HO.0012136xvpCoHO.0003336xvpCd)/l00j 
S t r J d r :- (0.P3559xvpSl-tO.O30 |t8xTpM.HO.11721xTpFe 
•K).0't959xTiffl-K).02lt9ixTp}»HO.oWt33xTpCa 
•1O.0867ixvptfe-1O.022 71 xvpKto.1017xrpft i 
-n 8.063xvpH-io. 15152xvpO-Ki .0951 <wrpP 
•Kl. b095xvpII-tO. 22 7WpC HO. 2090xvpB 
-iO.2667xvpClHO.02023xirpSHO.10983xvpU 
HO.07073xvpCoHO.03729xvpC4)/l00i 
H := (vpHHvpOHvpAHvpSl+lrpFe)i 
vpH := vpB/N) vpO := vpO/K; vpAl := vpkl/H; 
vpSi := vpSl/N; vpFe :- vpFe/N) 
SISJiar := (ii.950xvpH-iO.O17l66xTp0-K).0O2255xvjAl 
H0.003366xvpSlHO.OOU378xvpFe)i 
SlSJ2ar s- (llA86xvpHHO.0l6669xTp0HO.OO2309*vi*l 
•K).003O91xvpSHO ,002966x»pFe)| 
S i S J J a r := (U.O76xvpHHO.0lU813xvp0HO.O05239x*l>U. 
•K) . 0 0 1 7 5 1 8 * v p S M 0 . 0 0 0 8 6 2 9 x T p F e ) ; 
SISJUdr != (i.75U9xvpH4O.00972Oxvp0HO.O03837icvpM. 
-•C .O03200xvpSi -K) .O007977xvpre) ) 
S I S J 5 * : :- (l.12l»8xvpHHO.0O2203xYpOHO.O03791xvptt 
•K) .O03382xvpSno.O009605xvi iPe) | 
S l S J 6 d r := (0.86l«xvpHHO.008255xTp0HO.ao3211xvpM. 
H0.0025 l i5xvpSHo.0010 l i91xvpFe) j 
S l B J 7 d r :« (0.7593xvpH-iO.O073 lt7xvp0HO.OO2951xvpAl 
H0.002651xvpM-K>.0011198xvpFe)) 
S1SV1 :» roV x 1.35"iOj S1SV2:= roV x 1 . 3 O 0 1 | 
SI8V3 := roV x 0 . U 6 9 2 ; SiSVU 1= roV XO.205O) 
SISV5 := roV x 0 .12782;S1SV6 :» roV x 0 . 1 0 l i 0 1 ( 
S1SV7 := roV x 0 .091U9) 
S W I d r := (U.25UxvpH-K1.13702xvpO-K).03058xvpM 
+ O.0l t7 i7x»pSiHO.12251xvpFe)j 
S-U2dr :•= (3.830xvpHHO.13318xvp0-io.03113xvpAl 
+ O.OU3'K3xvpSH0.0828DxvpFe)) 
S « 3 d r := ( l .3731xvpH-tO.11835xTp0-iO.O7O66xvjAl 
HO.02U59xvpSHO.02liO9xTpFe) 1 
9 W i « r :- (0.6o67xvpHHO.O7766xvp0HO.05175xviAl 
•K).oWl92xvpSl-l0.02227xvj>Fe)) 
SfeTJdr !• (O.liO17xvj»!O.O17606xvp0HO.05112xvjAl 
•K).0U7lt9xvTSno.O2682xvpFe)j 
StJoVtr :- (O.3127xvpH-K>.O6595xvp0-io.Ol»33OxTEAl 
•K3.0357'w*pSi-,O.02929xTpFe)| 
SW7dr :• (o.27U8>evpH-iO.O587Oxvp0-i0.03979iwpAl 
•10.03 722xvpSH0.03126xrpPe)| 
8tV1 :- roV x 0.5977) S « 2 :- roV x 0.5U68( 
8tV3 i - roV x 0.2588| SWI* :» roV x 0.13686| 
6 « 5 :- roV x O.O60591 StV6 :- poV « O.093561 
SW7 :- poV x 0.08288) 
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roJt^-oJr; Rm:*Rmr; n:=0; v:=O.0ixvr) go tg 12; 
11: 
If a>0 then begin 
If h=1 tfien begin 
outtextT"" 
t< V A T CR L LI 12 D DB fej), 
CR(l); outtart( 
4<o/o n/coÉ/s cpm cm cm cm em cm n/c«?/«}) 
*??> 
if"h=2 then begin 
outtextT"" 
< < T CR l e D1 trif)) 
CR(i); outtertf 
H^<O/O cpm cm cm C:f); 
???» 
If h=* then begin 
oirttertTl<" v" " roJ CHi); CR(1); 
OTttext(<< 0/0 g/cc cpm?); end; 
end else begin 
outtéxtT*:" T" roJ CR(cal) CR(exp) delta Rsd); CR(l); 
onttext(4<Volo/o g/cm3 cpm cpm 0/0 cm?)) 
sumer :<i; sumer2:0; end; 
CR(2), 
k:=-1 , 
l a U : 
k:=k+i) 
1 := O.dxkxa; 
13: 
If aO then begin 
lnput(v)"" 
i f v O then go to la5) 
lnpnt(ro^fiRetRm7; V:>O.01XTJ 
12: 
If SaJ2drX) then SaJ22 := roJxSaJ2dr e l s ; SaJ22 :•= roJxSaJ22dr; 
SsoAJ i" SsoUSrxroJ) StrJ := StrJdrxroO') 
81BJ1 := SISJIdrxroJ) S1SJ2 :- SlSJZdrxroJ; 
S1SJ3 :- SiSJ3drxroJ) SlSJU :» SiSAdrxroJ) 
SI8J5 :> SlSJJdrxFOj) S1SJ6 := SlSJ6drxroJ) 
SI8J7 :• SlSJ7arxroJj SU1 :- StJldrxroJ) 
SW2 :•= StJ2dntroJ) StJ3 :- SUJdnroJ) 
SWU :- StJltapxroJ) StJ5 := StJ5drxroJ, 
SW6 :- BtJ6dmroJ) StJ7 :- St^drxroJj 
tn :- tm + 0.92x(tnrie73)x(SaJ22-)vxSaV22) 
xs«(rt(293/v273+ta«))/(SsoAJivxSsoAV)) 
Sa :- 0.8862x(SaJ22tvx8aVZ2)iMqpt(293/(273+tn))) 
8tr :-,6a-«trJ-ivx2.l56x(0.0U7-«).953xsqrt693/(tn-ie73)))xroV) 
D :- l/CjxStr)) L :- sqpt(D/Sa)) 
1.1 :- Soyt(0.k)5U7/6x(S1^-i«StY5)x^l8J5-iTxSl8»5)) 
H0.28768/(3x (StJ6-»rx8tV6 )x (SIS J6-trxSlSV6) ) 
•I0.117783/6XV9W7-*T«SW7)X(S1SJ74T>IS1BV7)))) 
- 3 7 -
I2«2 := n . l l i »9 / (3x (StJ2+»xSt»2)x (S lSJ2+«SlSV2) ) 
*3C26/bx(StJ3*™Siy3)x(S lSJ3+»xSlS»3) ) 
•Ki.«9315/(3x(StJlHTxStVU)x(81SJlnwSlS»l»)); 
12 := 8 i p ^ G n ( l . U » / ( b « P . 6 l 6 7 » - 5 x ( t n * 7 3 ) ) ) / ( 3 x ^ t J H » x S t V l ) 
x (SIS J1-HxSlSVI) )-Æ2B2 ) ; 
D i s - (c.'*5li7/(StJ5-tvxStV«0-«.28768/($tJ6'»TxSiy6) 
<1 .H7783/f5t.i7+»xStV7))/2. l»32799; 
B2:-= ( ln ( l . lA / (b«8 .6 l67B-5 x (tn + 273 ) ) ) / ( 3x (S tJ1 * T X S W l ) ) 
+ I1 . ik829/ (3x (StJ2 + » x StV2)) + 2.302É/(3x(StJ3 + T x S « 5 ) ) 
+ 0 .69315/ ' 6 » (S«1* + » * StVU))) 
/CLn(l.U/(bx 8.6l7tr-5 x (tn + 273))) + Ik.lWtoU); 
W := LlJ2/((Llyfe-I2/b)«(Lli2-L yfe)); 
1B:= I2^2/((l2>t2-I-1>(2)xa2>|2-L * ) ) ; 
K5:=-(RI+»); 
ir RnC then begin 
If g=i tfién'bégln" 
E1 := expolnt((d-l)/Ll)-expolnt((d+l)/Ll); 
E2 » ffltpotntf(d-l)/I2)-expolnt((d+l)/I2)i 
EJ :•= expolnt((d-l)/L )-expoInt((d+l)/L ); 
ftr:=qxI^2/(25.13272xaa)x(KlxE1+K2xE2+igxB3); 
{fed:-qxI2^2/(25.13272x»»lx(l-1')2-I2^2))x(E1-S2)! 
Kr :- WvføtUl 
ftd := ftAV(2xl), 
flS* 
If g ^ then begin 
Kr :- T»v03jx ( l -4 )+aw&*)xCn«» / (2x l ) i 
*6d » (<feAV(l-d)x&-d)+ftAV(Hd)x(l-id))/(2ia); 
3 $ 
i f H» then begin 
Kr :- » V i l ) , " 
Ad :- <*AV(l); 
s * 
it MX) then begin 
HYP( le , l e l ,0 ,10O,B-5« le , lbé ) ; 
R:= An + l e j 
I f g-1 then beg in 
E1 : - e x c o l n t ( ( d - l ) / L l ) - e x p o l n t ( ( d + l ) / L l ) ; 
B >- eX]>olnt(Cd-l) /I2)-eicpolnt(fd+l) /I2) | 
EJ : - e x p o i n t ( ( d - l ) / L ) - expo lnt ( (d+ l ) /L ) j 
EIB 
E 2 B 
EJB 
ei:-=exp(-2xI^Ll)5 e2 :=exp(-2.R/I2>l e3:=exp(-2»B/L)j 
*T:=o.Lfe/(25.13272xD«l)« 
OCIx (El-elxEln)/(1-e1) 
+Kx (E2-e2xE2B)/ (1 -e2 ) 
<J3Mfø-e3xE3B)/(l-e3)); 
ftd:qixI2<|2/(2;.13272xD2xlx (Li/fe-I2/|2 ) )x 
( fE1-e1xE1n) / ( l -e l ) 
- (K-e2xE2B) / (1 -e2 ) ) ; 
end; 




i r g ^ then beg in 
K r : = f r K v T l ^ ; T l - d ) + F » V f H d ) x G M ) ) / ( 2 x l ) , 
*d := (F2AV( l -d )« ( l -a )+P2AV(Hd)x (Ha) ) / (2» l ) ; 
end| 




l f ' n - O then 
begin 
If c"" 1 then begin 
Ai := 6Ox*effxia£x&n0.aB62xaa?rt(293/(tir«73))s 
Bl :«= 0| 
end) 
if" c = 2 then begin 
Ai := 60x6D/>wfBT; 
Bl := 60x2xVeffxSaCxI6<«fedx»(jrt(293/(bx(tn<273))) 
/ln(2«6/(bK8.6l67»-5x(tjne73))); 
endf 
ii'e •= 3 then begin 
Ai := 60x£D/UKJfcr| 
Bl := 60xSD/lucKiÆa; 
end| 
If 'c - It then begin 
Ai :- 6orfeftxrøx&rx0.9B62xa<prt(293/(tn«73))| 
Bl :• 60x2xVeffxSaCxKiftftc6ffrt(293/fbK(tn«73))) 
/In(2«6/(bx8.6l67»-5x(tn«73)))| 
If C<P then 
nt"1; 




If SaJ2dr < 0 then 
outpatfø.dBd»3XSaJ22dr) else 
output fø.6tidD-&f,SBJ2dr); outep(2); 
If axi then begin 
0rtpot($udai$,fVJ); outspfe); 
If W>0 then 
output. (4nddd.ddd?,Ita); 




go to 11; 
i f e ' 1 then 
etta :=C**effi£oCx&Tx60x0.8æ2x8<jrt(293/(tn-i275))! 
If c - 2 then 
fifia := éOxTCJSD/lwftr 
-)»*VeffkSaCxBtj&dxsart(293/(t>K(tn«7$)))/ 
lnferf/(b«8.6l67i>-5«(t»He73))r)); 
If c - 3 then 
fflW := o&VafiD/lwffarribBD/lMjfed); 
If e «= » then 
Cfta :- Cx»éff«fiBCi<)feT«60xO.S862«»qrt(293/(tjHe73)) 
•>*OK2^rffx6aCxB<*&t»qrt(2?3/(bK(tlH273)))/ 
lnferf/(Iw8.6167»-5« (tn*73)) J i 
If a=0 then begin 
iotpot WMd.3ff; lOOxr); 










},I2);ontep i |,I>)| outapii 
u«4»-«£féd);'cR(l); énd| 





ou%tettl^nol"cal.:f)| ontapfe); end} 
If a<D then begin 
outputf ndd.d3;irøKv); outspfe); 
oatputf h.ddsf,roJ); outsp(2); 
outputf' ta.dddued,CAi); outapfe); 
outputf. n.dda»»,CRe); outepfe); 
output(+-nad.Æ+, (CIfe-CRe)/CIteic10o); outer(2). 
JfftPO then 
OTtput(-tféSå.dpf,Rlii); 





6S iS 15; 
la5: 
CR(3), 
onttextf*Sui»tlon of a l l pR(cal)-CB(exp) |: } ) ; 
output(< h.dddn-d7iStær); CR(z); 
outtext 4<£unn.tjon of all (CR(cal)-CR(exp))/)2: :f), 
ontp«t('fn.ddil«)-d?1sumer2); 
end; i « : 
end of calculation; 
go" to start; 
end of program: 
outsun; for a :« 
end of progran; !SSP
 1
 ffl&IJ 6° 9? outehBr(ll2)| 
- 4 1 -
I)nt.rait from the MB6-IIT I V a n w 
(Calibration curve ca l cu la t ion) 
A.E.K. - Program Ho. 667 - Problem No 1 - 1 1 . 8.1972 
MOBS-in 
TEST CF MOIS-III 
tm n Veff SaC SD d adl c g 
C n/sec cmfø 1/cm emfe cm cm 
20.0 I.UOiun 6.1U 2.19« i 19-(k 6-7W 1.250 2 1 
H L 1 B C N O I f a t f e A l S l 
wto/o vto/o vto/o wto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o wto/o vto/o vto/o 
0.326 l.On-3 3.0w3 O.506 0.055 53.50 0.7«0 1.38 3.75 J"*-28 
P S Cl K Ca TI Hi Pe Co Cd 
wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o wto/o 
O.058 0.O01 7-0»-3 1-730 1.55 0.320 0.031* 1-76 É.OW-U 2.0»-5 
roJr vr cpnr Rmr C K SaJ22/roJ roj Rn 
g/cmfø 0/0 cpm em cB/|2/g g/earø c a 
0.000 100.0 7.1*10»U I n f i n i t e 0.1*575 0.0900 l*.990»-3 1.1*60 I n f l a l t « 
T A v CR L L1 12 D IK 1% 
0/0 n/ca?/s cpæ cm en ca en ea n / « e / s 
0.0 2.1*5« 1 6.975« 3 1.5037« 1 2.11'*3»1 2.6193« 1 1.3903 2.235* 9.80« 1 
5.0 U.8U« 1 1.139« * 1.1550« 1 1.6360« 1 1.8621« 1 9.6l*59m-1 1.9359 1.27« 2 
10.0 7.6O« 1 1.619« l* 9.>»522 1.361*7« 1 1."»807» 1 7-3633«-i 1.7095 1.55« 2 
15.O 1.06« 2 2.128*. 1* 8.0271* 1.1826« 1 1.21*13« 1 5.9507»-1 1.5319 1.81« 2 
20.0 1.38B 2 2.65k« U 6.98B7 1.01*97« 1 1.071*0» 1 *.9919«-1 1.38B6 2.06« 2 
25.0 1.71« 2 ; 191« "* 6.19U5 9."*677 9.'»929 l*.2988o-1 1.2705 2 . 2 9 B 2 
30.0 2.05« 2 3.731« •* 5.5661 8.6U26 8.5216 3.77>*5»-1 1.1712 2.51« 2 
35.0 2.39« 2 ».267« •* 5.0557 7-9626 7.7I<05 3.361*1^-1 1.0867 2-71« 2 
1*0.0 2,73« 2 "t.791*« "* t.6321* 7-3903 7.0970 3.0 o-l 1.0137 2.89« 2 
AT>T>.TVH» V 
Output froM the » E S - i n Brona—e 
(Comparison between ca lculated and Input count rates ) 
A.E.K. - R-ograo Ho. 667 - Proble« Bo 2 - 1 1 . 8.1972 
HQFB-III 







H l i B 
wto/o wto/o wto/o 















1.250 2 1 
S 0 a h Al Si 
wto/o wto/o vto/o vto/o wto/o vto/o 
O.055 53.50 O.7V1 1.38 3.75 3l*.28 
P S CI K Ca Tl Hi Pe Co Ca 
wto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o wto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o vto/o 
O.O58 0.001 7.0»-3 1.730 1.55 0.320 O.OjJ* 1.76 6.0U-I* 2.0.T-5 
cjar roJr rr 
g/emfc 0/0 ,_ 





• roJ CR(cal) CB(exp) 


























































Suamtlon of a l l |CR(cal)-CR(exi>) | : 2.639« 1 
Svamtlon of a l l (CR(cal)-CR(«cp))/|2: 9.311«, 1 
